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1998 Classes
With the website and new books and tapes out with the

year barely started, this promises to be a very exciting time
for Human Design students in North America. 

Ra returns in February, beginning his tour in Los Angeles
where he'll give the Introduction lecture on February 18. Tell
your friends who live in the Los Angeles area about this
evening. It is free to all and is the only public lecture
scheduled in the US for 1998. Ra will be available for
individual readings during his stay in LA. He will also be a
guest lecturer at the two Los Angeles trainings Zeno gives in
February and March and the Analyst training in Taos.

Sex Part II is on the weekend of March 14 and 15 in
Taos. Ra takes students into the caring aspects of human
sexuality, how the Sacral connects to the Spleen's fears and 
awareness streams. If you can only get away for a weekend,
this is the perfect course. Accommodations at the Rancho
Ramada de Taos are very reasonable, and also vacation
rentals to share with other students will be available. When
you know you'll be coming for the trainings in March, call

The home page at http://www.humandesignsystem.com

http://www.humandesignsystem.com
How many of you have said “the Human Design System

should be on the Web?” Now it is! If you have access to the
Internet, look it up.

At this point, it basically contains an enhanced version of
the Welcome pack. Many additions and improvements are
planned and will be added in time. It is updated
continuously, so if you want to see what's new, you don't
have to wait for the newsletter any longer!

New Tapes and Books
The Head center is now available on a cassette.

Recorded at the Nine Centers class last October, Ra talks
about its three gates and their significance for the mental
processes. The Root center, on two tapes, takes you through
the pressure from below, either to fuel awareness, or to fuel
the energy formats of the major circuits.

Twenty more years of the 20th Century Ephemeris are
now available. Volume IV covers 1961-1980. It is a special
time in history and in the global cycle. A great reference tool.
$60.

In from Europe is the 1998 Rave Body Graph Ephemeris.
This version of the year's transits shows a Body Graph for
each day, depicting GMT midnight. It includes the position of
the Moon. In America, you need to look at the Body Graph
from the day before. The table shows exact times when a
gate or line changes for any given planet; very helpful when
looking up events or planning. $32
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Introduction Lecture

free

February 18, 7:30pm
Summit Hotel BelAir

11461 Sunset Blvd    (Westside at Fwy 405)

Los Angeles



new
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* call if ordering 
  more than one item
NM residents add 6.3% tax

505  7582909      NEW SUN SERVICES AMERICA

2 audio cassettes
ca. 2½ hours
$30
+ $3.50 shipping*
Adrenalin from the Root is
the driving force of all life
processes.
Professional level.
Understanding of Rave
circuitry is assumed.

1 audio cassette
90 minutes
$15
+ $3.50 shipping*
The Head center has only three
gates, but in its function to provide
mental pressure (inspiration), it has
significant impact on individuals
and society today.

Professional level. Understanding
of Rave circuitry is assumed.

40 pages
$32
+ $3.50 shipping*
Exact times and daily
Body Graph in GMT.

172 pages
$60
+ $6 shipping*
An additional 20 years:
1961–80

continued from page 1

and request the accommodations sheet. 

On Tuesday, March 17 through Friday, March 20, Ra
gives the Gray course, his mystical stories, the cosmology
according to the Voice. 

The 384 lines September 30 - October 11 is the last class
Ra gives in the US for 1998. 

Stay on the Newsletter Mailing List
Do you want to stay on the newsletter mailing list?

Initially, when your address is added to our list, it remains
there for half a year. Thereafter, by ordering at least once a
year, your name remains on the active list. Could this be the
last newsletter you receive?

The Analyst Training Program
Are you looking for meaningful work, something that

contributes to the quality of life and well-being? Consider
the Human Design Analyst training program.

For anyone who finds the premises of the Human
Design System fascinating, the starting point is a Rave
reading. Licensed Human Design Analysts introduce
people to their design in a reading. Human Design uses
language in very specific ways. The reading of a Rave
chart follows logical rules and formulas. It is not an
interpretation, but rather, as the name implies, a
systematic description of the fixed pattern of centers that
are defined and the changing patterns of the centers that
are undefined.

It is very beautiful work and rewarding to study. At this
time, there are only 19 licensed analysts in North America
 – a very small number of people. It takes practice to learn
analysis, but fundamentally, it is simple and the great
thing is that the study is enormously valuable. Its first
application is in understanding yourself better and those
around you; to know what it means to be conditioned and
to love yourself.

The program consists of three classes beginning with
the Basic training, either as a two-day class for $320 or
by correspondence for $350, then the Advanced training,
either in three days or by correspondence for $400. The
Analyst training is hands-on with practice sessions
focused on how to do readings. It requires attendance.
The threeday class is $400 (includes the licensing
evaluation). 

These trainings are scheduled regularly. Check the
current schedule in the newsletter or on the web. Call New
Sun Services to register. Zeno is in Los Angeles:

Jan.15–Feb.15  310  4400990
Feb.16–Mar.8  310  4766571
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your questions
Ra answers

your questions
QQAA
Send your questions to New Sun Services, by post, fax, or email (see front page).

Q  How does one find the authority in a Rave chart?

A  Authority is the aspect in a Rave where decision-making
can securely take place. It is not a matter of interpretation;
there are rules. Authority is a binary. There is an inner
authority where one can find the reliable “Yes” and “No”
that does not require awareness as a prerequisite. The outer
authority is where one has potential authority for others.
Below are the rules for finding the place of authority.

Inner Authority
Emotional Solar Plexus Authority 

A defined Solar Plexus is always the authority. No truth in the
now. Clarity through the wave.

Sacral Expressed Authority 

A defined Sacral, with an undefined Solar Plexus and an
undefined or projector Throat (defined but not connected to a
motor), is a generated authority through response.

Sacral can express the authority of the Root (formats), the G
(tantric channels and 10-34), also the Ego, but only indirectly.

Note: In a split definition that is both manifestor and generator,
the Sacral remains the authority.

Splenic Awareness Authority

Manifesting authority: Spleen to Root or Heart and Throat
(undefined Sacral and Solar Plexus)

Generating authority: Spleen to Sacral (undefined Solar Plexus,
undefined or projector Throat).

Projector authority: Spleen to Throat. Spleen to Root. Spleen to
Self. Spleen to Ego (undefined Solar Plexus, undefined Sacral).

Outer Authority
Undefined centers never have inner authority, only potential
outer authority, that is, they are of potential value to others. All
human beings through conditioning give authority to what they
are not. 
Mental projectors and reflector types (no definition at all) have
no inner authority.

Ego Manifested Authority 

The directly defined Ego to the
Throat (45–21) (undefined Sacral,
Spleen, Solar Plexus).

The Body Graphs on this page are from “Famous Raves,”
vol.I & II, available from New Sun Services America.

To learn more about manifestors, generators, projectors and
reflectors, listen to the tape set “Four Types of Raves.”
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Self Projected or Manifested Authority: 

A defined G to the
Throat and/or Ego
(51–25) (undefined
Sacral, Spleen,
Solar Plexus).
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upcoming trainings
updated January 10, 1998, subject to change
for most current info check www.humandesignsystem.com

To register call   505  7582909

Newsletter • January 1998

Discounts

1  call for dates, time and place
2  Ra's available for readings in the following days
3  chart required
4  $300 for Intro workshop participants
5  prerequisite Basic training
6  prerequisite Basic and Advanced trainings
7  tentative  call

•  No recording permitted in any training.
•  Audit fee half price.
•  Add 6.3% NM tax to Taos trainings.

5% discount for payments received 3 weeks before
course start.

Footnotes

date   location  course  teacher   descrip tion  pr ice   foo tno te

ongoing  Maui, HI  Introduction lecture  Chetan  premises and potentials  free  1

ongoing  Boulder, CO  Introduction lecture  Don McKinney  premises and potentials  free  1

Jan 31–Feb 1  Castro Valley, CA  Basic training  Chetan  the basic mechanics  $320  

Feb 18  Los Angeles, CA  Introduction lecture  Ra  premises and potentials  free  2

Feb 26  Los Angeles, CA  Introduction workshop  Zeno   start learning your chart  $35  3

Feb 28–Mar 1  Los Angeles, CA  Basic training  Zeno   the basic mechanics  $320  4

Mar 6–8  Los Angeles, CA  Advanced training  Zeno  circuits and streams  $400  5

Mar 11–13  Taos, NM  Analyst training  Zeno  reading charts  $400  6

Mar 14–15  Taos, NM  Sex, part 2  Ra  caring aspects of reproduction  $350  5

Mar 17–20  Taos, NM  The Gray Course  Ra  cosmic fairy tales  $750  5

Sep 30–Oct 11  Taos, NM  The 384 lines  Ra  11day intensive  $1650  5

Spring 99  Taos, NM  Teacher's training  Ra/Zeno  become a teacher of the HDS    7

The Gray Course

Taos, New Mexico  •  March 17–20, 1998

   Cosmic 
FairyTales

Cosmology according to “the Voice”

Ra Uru Hu

NEW SUN SERVICES AMERICA   505  7582909
$750 

BASIC TRAININGCorrespondence
Learn the basics of Human Design at your own pace and in the
comfort of your home. 10 illustrated lessons with worksheets and 8
hours of audio cassettes.  $350

To start right away call 505 7582909

The Design of Human Sexuality
part 2: The caring aspects
of reproduction

Ra Uru Hu

Taos, New Mexico
March 14–15, 1998

$350


